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CILogon – https://cilogon.org/

- Provides personal digital certificates for access to cyberinfrastructure
- Uses federated authentication for user identification
Federated Authentication

• Log on to ClLogon using your campus (InCommon) or Google (OpenID) account
Bridging InCommon and IGTF

• Translating mechanism and policy across higher education and grid trust federations
Multiple Levels of Assurance

- CILogon Silver CA is accredited by IGTF
  - Using InCommon Silver (Level 2) identities
- IGTF IOTA profile for CILogon Basic under development
- Google Authenticator support for second authentication factor
Identifier-Only Trust Assurance with Secured Infrastructure Authentication Profile

Abstract

This is an Authentication Profile of the IGTF describing the minimum requirements on X.509 PKI authorities where the identity vetting is adequate to ensure unique, non-re-assigned identities, and generated by authorities using secured and trusted infrastructure. Such authorities are not required to collect more data than are necessary for fulfilling the uniqueness requirements, and credentials issued by authorities under this profile may not provide sufficient information to independently trace individual subscribers, and should be used in conjunction with complementary identification and vetting processes.

This Authentication Profile is managed by the EUGridPMA.
Integrated with CyberInfrastructure
Integrated with Globus Nexus
Used by OSG Connect

Efficiently connect your science to cycles and data

OSG Connect offers users simple access to distributed high throughput computing resources, and reliable, high-performance file transfer services.

Sign In

Using your InCommon / CiLogon login.

You will now be redirected to InCommon / CiLogon's authentication page.

Proceed
Used by CI Connect for Duke

Efficiently connect your science to cycles and data

CI Connect for Duke offers users simple access to distributed high throughput computing resources, and reliable, high-performance file transfer services.
Integrated with DOE KBase
ligo-proxy-init using CILogon ECP

$ ligo-proxy-init scott.koranda
Your identity: scott.koranda@LIGO.ORG
Enter pass phrase for this identity:
Creating proxy .................................... Done
Your proxy is valid until: Mar 5 13:45:16 2013 GMT
$ grid-proxy-info -all
subject : /DC=org/DC=cilogon/C=US/O=LIGO/CN=Scott Koranda scott.koranda@ligo.org
issuer  : /DC=org/DC=cilogon/C=US/O=CILogon/CN=CILogon Basic CA 1
identity : /DC=org/DC=cilogon/C=US/O=LIGO/CN=Scott Koranda scott.koranda@ligo.org
type    : end entity credential
strength : 2048 bits
path    : /tmp/x509up_u1000
timeleft : 71:59:52 (3.0 days)
CILogon and XSEDE

- CILogon is
  - a component in the XSEDE architecture
  - entering the XSEDE engineering process: architecture, design, and security reviews and operational acceptance tests

- XSEDE can provide sustained operational support to CILogon users (DataONE, OOI, OSG, LIGO, etc.)
Adding an IdP to CILogon

- Use self-service web application or contact us for assistance

InCommon Research and Scholarship program helps services connect with identity providers.
Registered Users Per IdP

- Google 25%
- LIGO 14%
- U Chicago 11%
- Indiana U 10%
- ProtectNetwork 7%
- ANL 1%
- JHU 1%
- ANL 1%
- U Washington 1%
- Iowa State 1%
- LBNL 1%
- UNL 1%
- UW-Madison 2%
- Duke 2%
- UIUC 2%
- UCSD 3%
- LBNL 1%
- Iowa State 1%
- U Washington 1%
What’s Next

• SAML interfederation
  – InCommon joining eduGAIN this year
  – International attribute release

• Growth of federated online CAs
  – http://redmine.ogf.org/projects/idel-wg

• Level of Assurance (continued)
  – IGTF IOTA profile
  – Int’l adoption of Kantara standards
  – Security incident handling
  – Multi-factor authentication
Identity Federations in production
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Identity Federations in pilot
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This map is intended to provide a high-level overview of countries with identity federations. Last update: 14 October 2013
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